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Chasing the thermodynamical noise limit in
whispering-gallery-mode resonators for ultrastable
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Ultrastable high-spectral-purity lasers have served as the cornerstone behind optical atomic
clocks, quantum measurements, precision optical microwave generation, high-resolution
optical spectroscopy, and sensing. Hertz-level lasers stabilized to high-ﬁnesse Fabry-Pérot
cavities are typically used for these studies, which are large and fragile and remain laboratory
instruments. There is a clear demand for rugged miniaturized lasers with stabilities
comparable to those of bulk lasers. Over the past decade, ultrahigh-Q optical whisperinggallery-mode resonators have served as a platform for low-noise microlasers but have not yet
reached the stabilities deﬁned by their fundamental noise. Here, we show the noise
characteristics of whispering-gallery-mode resonators and demonstrate a resonatorstabilized laser at this limit by compensating the intrinsic thermal expansion, allowing
a sub-25 Hz linewidth and a 32 Hz Allan deviation. We also reveal the environmental
sensitivities of the resonator at the thermodynamical noise limit and long-term frequency
drifts governed by random-walk-noise statistics.
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H

igh-precision optical frequency metrology, spectroscopy1, 2,
atomic clocks3–5, optical interferometry6, ultralow phase
noise microwave generation7, and light detection and
8
ranging beneﬁt from stable and spectrally pure laser oscillators.
Such low-frequency noise oscillators can be achieved by stabilizing laser oscillators to a high-quality factor cavity resonance
(Q = ν/Δν, where ν is the resonance frequency and Δν is the fullwidth at half maximum of resonance). When the signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) of the detected laser signal is high enough in the
measurement bandwidth (BW), the frequency stability can also be
improved, which is scaled by (Q × SNRBW)−1. The benchmark
ultrahigh-Q resonances in nature are atomic transitions. The
precise transitions of trapped atoms have been utilized for
improving stability and frequency noise of both microwave and
optical oscillators. For instance, the cesium hyperﬁne transition is
the core building block of the well-developed microwave atomic
clock and the optical transitions of trapped neutral and ionic
atoms are used for modern optical atomic clocks. Although a
laser with frequency instability of 6 × 10−16 for 2–8 s integration
time has been demonstrated in a cryostat via spectral-hole
burning written in the Eu3+:Y2SiO2 absorption spectrum9,
making small atomic traps is demanding such that the development of solid-state compact optical references is of immense
interest. Laser oscillators with high-ﬁnesse optical Fabry-Pérot
(FP) cavities have been demonstrated with sub-Hz linewidths and
fractional frequency instabilities at the 10−15 levels in 1–10 s
integration time, which is the noise limit imposed by the
unavoidable thermal motion of the cavity’s reﬂection multilayer
coating, by either using ultra-low-expansion material in vacuum
or temperature cooling to operate the cavity at the zero thermal
expansion point in a cryostat10–15. However, direct miniaturization of such FP mirror cavities to a microscale size is challenging
due to the quality of the cavity mirrors such that their applications have largely remained in the laboratory environment.
Over the last decade, ultrahigh-Q whispering-gallery-mode
(WGM) resonators16, 17 have been implemented for developing
low-noise microlasers and microclocks18–21, which show the
broad transparent window and ultrahigh-Q resonances without
sophisticated dielectric mirror coatings and are tolerant to
mechanical noise. Since the early studies on the fundamental
thermal ﬂuctuations in microspheres by22, theoretical predictions
indicate that the thermodynamically bounded frequency
instability of the WGM resonators can be better than 10−13 in 1 s
integration time23, 24 if the proper material and stabilization
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Results
Thermal-compensation ultrahigh-Q WGM resonator. The
thermal-expansion coefﬁcient of the crystalline MgF2 is
~9 ppm K−1, that is a large value compared with the conventional
reference FP cavities possessing <0.1 ppm K−1. To reduce the
thermal sensitivity causing the thermo-mechanical ﬂuctuations via
expansion of the resonator length, we compensate the thermal
sensitivity of a thin MgF2 WGM resonator. The thermal
compensation, sandwiching a WGM resonator with laminated
Zerodur as illustrated in the inset of Fig. 1a, is guided by numerical
simulations and predicts the signiﬁcant reduction of the thermal
sensitivity (Supplementary Note 1 and Supplementary Fig. 1). The
design is applied to a MgF2 WGM resonator with a 6.9 mm diameter and 100 (25) μm resonator (rim) thickness. The thickness of
the Zerodur layer (up and down) used for the MgF2 WGM resonator is 500 μm. To ﬁnd the degree of thermal compensation, we
take a pair of WGM resonators and mount them on the same
temperature-stabilized platform. While two low-noise continuous
wave (cw) lasers are locked to the WGM resonances, respectively,
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technique are selected. However, in spite of the tremendous
progress, the existing WGM resonators still experience large
frequency instabilities and long-term frequency drifts25–28
hindering their use in precision metrology and timing
applications.
Here, we show the noise characteristics of a WGM resonator at
the fundamental thermodynamical noise limit. We employ a
thermal-compensation design for reducing the thermal sensitivity
of a conventional WGM resonator and reveal the residual
environmental sensitivities of the compensated resonator.
Subsequently, we suppress the environmental perturbations using
an evacuated rigid enclosure and demonstrate that a laser
stabilized to the thermal-compensation WGM resonator, working
as an optical probe, shows a spectral linewidth of <25 Hz and a
fractional frequency instability of 1.67 × 10−13 (5.0 × 10−12) on
the 191 THz carrier at 0.1 (1) s integration time, which is the best
among the WGM resonators of the given size and morphology
without a stringent ambient temperature control. Furthermore,
we conﬁrm that the centre-shifted random walk noise statistics,
imposed by the correlation between the WGM resonator
temperature change and the ambient temperature or pressure
variation, triggers the long-term frequency instability and
monotonic frequency drift of the laser stabilized to the resonator
at the thermodynamical noise limit.
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Fig. 1 Thermal-compensation MgF2 resonator. a Measurement of the frequency shifts for the conventional MgF2 WGM resonator (red) and thermalcompensation WGM resonator (blue), respectively. Inset: The MgF2 resonator (radius: 3.45 mm and thickness: 0.1 mm) sandwiched by Zerodur layers
(thickness: 0.5 mm each) in the packaged unit. The MgF2 resonator (middle) is glued in between two Zerodur components (top and bottom). The thickness
of Zerodur layers is determined by the thermo-mechanical properties of the resonator. b Thermorefractive noise limit (blue) and thermal expansion noise
limit (red) of the WGM resonator. The simulations show that the thermal expansion noise of the compensated resonator (solid red line) is lower than the
thermorefractive noise near the carrier frequency while the conventional one (dashed red line) is similar. Therefore, the fundamental thermorefractive noise
ﬂuctuation can be clearly reached with the compensated resonator in this experiment
2
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Fig. 2 Pressure dependence of the WGM resonance frequency shift. a The pressure in the vacuum chamber is slowly increased from 17 Pa (olive) and 25 Pa
(red) with 45 mPa s−1. The frequency shift is measured by counting the beat frequency at every second while the laser is stabilized to the WGM resonator
by Pound-Drever-Hall locking. To conﬁrm the frequency shift by the pressure change, the theoretically estimated lines from Eq. (1) for TM mode (dashed
line) and Eq. (2) for TE mode (dotted line) are plotted together. The measurement values agree with the theoretical model within the 10% error bars agree
with the theoretical model. For comparison, the 10% error zones of the theoretical values are added (gray). b The pressure in the vacuum chamber is
increased from 17 Pa with 45 mPa s−1 (olive) and 130 mPa s−1 (navy), respectively. The measurements also agree with the theory within the 10% error zone
of the theoretical values

the temperature of one of the WGM resonators is slowly changed
and the relative frequency shift of the beatnote between the two
stabilized lasers is measured. We assume that all slow changes in the
beat frequency are attributed to the thermal expansion of the WGM
resonator because the thermorefractive coefﬁcient of crystalline
MgF2 is signiﬁcantly smaller than the thermal expansion coefﬁcient.
The measurement in Fig. 1a shows ~7 times improvement compared with a conventional MgF2 WGM resonator. Although the
enhancement factor is smaller than the value predicted by
numerical simulations, attributed to the residual thermal expansion
due to the imperfection in the device fabrication, the measurement
conﬁrms the validity of our thermal-compensation design. The
compensated WGM resonator is packaged into a small form factor
(40 × 40 × 15 mm3) with an integrated thermal sensor and a Peltiertype thermoelectric cooler under the WGM resonator as well as a
prism coupler and a photodetector. Laser light is delivered to the
prism coupler using a polarization-maintaining single mode ﬁber
with a ﬁrmly mounted output tip. The temperature of the WGM
resonator is stabilized at 301.2 K by a proportional-integralderivative (PID) feedback control using the thermoelectric cooler.
We then measure the thermal sensitivity again by measuring the
beat frequency between a cw laser stabilized to the WGM resonator
and a cw laser referenced to the ultrastable FP cavity (Stable Laser
Systems) possessing 1 Hz linewidth and 0.1 Hz s−1 drift-rate while
the set-temperature of the PID control changes, resulting in 3 ppm
K−1. From the measured thermal sensitivity, we calculate the noise
limits imposed by the thermo refractive and thermal-expansion
sensitivities of the resonator (Supplementary Note 2), which are the
two dominant thermal noise sources for WGM resonators,
as illustrated in Fig. 1b. After the thermal compensation, the
thermal-expansion noise limit is lower than the thermorefractive
noise limit near the carrier frequency as shown in Fig. 1b
(and Supplementary Fig. 2) such that the thermorefractive
noise-limited ﬂuctuations can be unveiled. The WGM resonator has
the unloaded resonance BW of 26 kHz and the loaded resonator Q
is characterized with 4 μs ring-down time corresponding to 2.4 ×
109 at 191 THz carrier (Supplementary Note 2 and Supplementary
Fig. 2).
Resonant frequency shift due to ambient perturbations. The
mechanism behind the resonant frequency shift of a WGM
resonator by the ambient perturbation is the interaction between
the evanescent wave of the WGM resonator and the air refractive
NATURE COMMUNICATIONS | 8: 8

index change caused by temperature and pressure variations. The
temperature and pressure are, in principle, coupled quantities
connected by the ideal gas law (PV = nRT) in a rigid box, where
P is the pressure, V is the volume, n is the number of moles, R is
the ideal gas constant, and T is the absolute temperature.
Therefore, the ambient temperature stability required for
achieving the thermodynamical noise limited ﬂuctuation can be
derived from the pressure stability measurement. For this measurement we place the thermal-compensation WGM resonator in
a rigid vacuum chamber on vibration isolation pads. A 3 kHz
laser operating at 191 THz is stabilized to the compensated WGM
resonator using the Pound-Drever-Hall (PDH) locking
technique29 that provides sufﬁcient technical noise suppression
and thus enforces the laser frequency to chase the resonance
(Methods; Supplementary Note 3 and Supplementary Fig. 3).
The resonant frequency shifts induced by pressure changes are
measured by counting the beat frequency between the stabilized
laser and the FP reference laser at every second. Figure 2a shows
the laser frequency shift when the pressure slowly increases
(ΔP = 45 mPa s−1) in the vacuum chamber from P0 = 17 and
25 Pa, respectively. At the given pressure P0 and the change (ΔP),
we measure 13 (9) kHz with P0 = 17 (25) Pa for a transverse
magnetic (TM) mode input. Here, we deﬁne that the TM mode of
our WGM resonator has the electric ﬁeld distribution primarily in
the radial direction. We also measure the resonant frequency shift
at the different pressure increment. While the pressure in the
vacuum chamber is increased from 17 Pa with ΔP = 130 mPa s−1,
we measure the frequency shift of 36 kHz (Fig. 2b), which shows
approximately a linear relationship between the frequency shift
and the speed of pressure change. To conﬁrm our measurements,
we quantify the impact of the refractive index change of the
surrounding air medium on the WGM resonant frequency shift
for TM and transverse electric (TE) modes using equations
derived from the ﬁrst order perturbation theory in ref. 30.
Δν TM
Δnair
λ
;
¼
3=2 2πr
2
ν0
ðnTM  1Þ

ð1Þ

Δν TE
Δnair
1 λ
¼
ð2  2 Þ
;
3=2
2
n
ν0
ðn  1Þ
TE 2πr

ð2Þ

Δnair ¼ n0 jΔP=P0 j;

ð3Þ
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Fig. 3 Frequency noise of the thermal-compensation resonator. a The frequency noise power spectral density (FNPSD) measured by the beat
frequency between the laser and the table top Fabry-Pérot (FP) cavity reference laser. The FNPSD of free-running laser used in our experiment (black curve)
and of the laser stabilized to the compensated resonator (olive). The thermodynamical FNPSD predictions from thermorefractive (blue) and thermal
expansion noise (red) are also illustrated for comparison. The thermorefractive noise shows f−1.5 frequency dependence (magenta dashed line) predicted by
our theoretical model. b The measured linewidth (fullwidth at half maximum) on a spectrum analyzer with 47 Hz resolution bandwidth (RBW) and 40 ms
sweep time over the 5 kHz span, giving a ≈ 100 Hz Lorentzian linewidth ﬁt. The effective linewidth evaluated from the olive curve is 119 ± 2 Hz and the
linewidth without the 60 and 120 Hz power-line noise is determined to be 25 ± 0.3 Hz

where r is the radius of the WGM resonator, nTE and nTM are the
refractive indices of the resonator host material, λ is the wavelength, Δnair is the change of the refractive index of air and n0 is
the residual refractive index of air given by the air itself, that is
~ 3 × 10−4, and therefore, Δnair ≈ 7.94 × 10−7 in these measurements. The calculated results from Eq. 1 for P0 = 17 (25) Pa are
ΔνTM = 13.3 (9.1) kHz at ΔP = 45 mPa s−1, which agrees well
with our measured values of 13 (9) kHz for a TM mode input
as illustrated in Fig. 2a. The theoretical frequency shift from
thermorefractive noise of our WGM resonator is estimated by
<(Δωtre)2> = ω2(αnT)2 kB (CVm ρ)−1 ≈ (2π 46 Hz)2, where αn is
the thermorefractive coefﬁcient, T is the cavity temperature, kB is
the Boltzmann constant, C is the speciﬁc heat capacity, Vm is the
mode volume, and ρ is the density of the host material. The values
used for the theoretical estimates are given in Supplementary
Note 2. Theoretical estimations and experimental measurements
indicate that the pressure change (ΔP) has to be controlled
under 0.154 mPa to unveil the fundamental thermorefractive
noise limit of the compensated WGM resonator. Using the ideal
gas law, we calculate the corresponding temperature variation
of 2.7 mK, in which n = 3.53 × 10−6 mole, V = 0.52 L, and
R = 0.082 atm L mol−1 K−1 are used. This measurement shows
that pressure and temperature of the surrounding air have to be
controlled better than those of open atmospheric environments
to approach the thermodynamical noise limit of the WGM
resonator.
The pressure variation not only changes the ambient air
refractive index but could also deform the resonator. Therefore,
we consider the resonant frequency shift due to the change in the
ambient pressure at the given volume of the WGM resonator
leading to a frequency shift by
Δν TM 1
¼ βT ΔP;
3
ν0

ð4Þ

Where βT = −[(1/V)(δV/δP)]T is the compressibility of the
resonator host material (we assume that isothermal and adiabatic
compressibility are approximately equal). The compressibility of
MgF2 is βT = 10−11 Pa−1 and, therefore, the frequency shift due to
the pressure change (ΔP)of 45 mPa is 29 Hz, which is insignificant in this measurement.
4

Frequency noise spectrum of the thermal-compensation WGM
resonator. To minimize the impact of the technical noise from
our laboratory environment, the vacuum chamber is evacuated to
the pressure of 1.33 mPa but the chamber temperature is not
controlled (see also Supplementary Fig. 4). Figure 3a shows the
comparative frequency noise power spectral density (FNPSD)
curves of the laser stabilized to the thermal-compensation WGM
resonator. For comparison, the theoretically estimated thermodynamical noise limit of the WGM resonator is also plotted. The
FNPSD of the free-running laser is shown by the black curve and
the noise is substantially suppressed (30 dB at 10 Hz) as shown by
the olive curve when the laser is stabilized to the WGM resonator.
Below 30 Hz offset frequency, the stabilized laser FNPSD curve
falls off as f−1.5 implying the thermorefractive noise limit of
many thermal modes of the WGM resonator predicted by Matsko
et al.23 (Supplementary Note 4). From 30 to 100 Hz, the FNPSD
curve falls off with f−1 implying the impact of ﬂicker noise caused
by the residual laser noise and electronic device noise. Two strong
peaks originate from 60 Hz harmonics of the electrical power-line
noise. The rising frequency noise above 1 kHz in the olive curve is
due to the poles in the active feedback loops.
The highest spectral purity laser is achieved among the WGM
resonators of the given size and morphology via the thermal
compensation. The integral linewidth is evaluated from the
FNPSD and turns out to be 119 Hz but when the two 60 Hz
harmonic peaks are removed, it is <25 Hz (Supplementary
Note 5). To further support our linewidth estimations, we
measure the beat signal linewidth (Fig. 3b) in a spectrum analyzer
with a resolution BW of 47 Hz and sweep time of 40 ms over the
5 kHz span. Due to the slow frequency drift, the measured line
shape shows the asymmetry in the wings but the peak center is
nearly symmetric and can be ﬁtted with a Lorentzian lineshape.
The resulting full-width at half-maximum linewidth is approximately 100 Hz, matched with the FNPSD measurement including
the 60 Hz noise harmonic peaks.
Frequency stability of the thermal-compensation WGM resonator.
The resonant frequency instability of the compensated WGM
resonator is analyzed by its Allan deviation. We use the FNPSD
measurements to evaluate Allan deviations below 0.1 s averaging
time because the frequency error of our counter (Agilent
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Fig. 4 Fractional frequency instability measurements. a Measured fractional
frequency instabilities (FI) of the beat frequency between the Fabry-Pérot
(FP) cavity reference laser and the free-running laser (squares in black), and
the beat frequency between the reference laser and the laser stabilized to
the WGM resonator without evacuation (squares in olive), respectively. The
P
red squares and bars are the mean ðμ ¼ n1 ni¼1 FII Þ and standard deviation
ﬃ
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
P
ðσ ¼ n1 ni¼1 ðFII  μÞ2 Þ of the frequency instability of the laser
stabilized to the resonator calculated from 10 sets of frequency counting
data at 1 s averaging time, respectively, measured with a frequency counter
where n is the number data set. The red circles and bars are μ and σ of the
frequency instability of the laser stabilized to the resonator derived from
the 74 frequency noise power spectral density (FNPSD) measurement
traces. The magenta area represents the expected Allan deviation bound
imposed by random walk frequency noise. b The noise statistics of 74
FNPSD traces. The red curve is the mean value and the cyan area is the
connected standard deviations. The blue line is the thermorefractive noise
limit. Both mean frequency noise and standard deviation are reduced along
the offset frequency and the frequency noise reaches the thermorefractive
noise limit at 6 Hz. However, the thermo-mechanical noise, induced by the
residual thermal expansion, is still concentrated near the carrier causing the
standard deviation of the Allan deviation measurements in a

53131 A) increases at smaller than 0.1 s averaging times due to
the increasing dead time (Allan deviation at 0.1 s averaging time
calculated from the FNPSD curve is compared with the values
measured by the frequency counter—both are within the error
bars of each other). Figure 4a shows the measured Allan
deviations. We plot the Allan deviations from 0.01 to 0.1 s
averaging time by statistically evaluating 74 measurement traces
of FNPSD (circles in red). The lowest measurement has an Allan
deviation of 32 Hz at 0.1 s averaging time, which agrees with
the frequency instability imposed by the theoretically estimated
limit from the thermorefractive noise of the WGM resonator.
We observe the noise ﬂoor at 500 μs averaging time and the
Allan deviations show a τ0.5 dependence (magenta line) along
the averaging time implying random walk frequency noise,
and thus it is different from the theoretically calculated
NATURE COMMUNICATIONS | 8: 8

thermorefractive-noise limit (blue curve) excluding the random
walk noise statistics. The statistically estimated Allan deviation at
0.1 s averaging time has a mean value of 95 Hz and a standard
deviation of 68 Hz. To understand this deviation, we analyze the
mean and standard deviation of 74 FNPSD measurement traces
in the low Fourier frequency regime (1–40 Hz) shown in Fig. 4b.
The red line is the mean value and the cyan area is the connected
standard deviations along the offset frequency. Both mean
frequency noise and standard deviation are diminished along the
offset frequency until 20 Hz and reaches the thermorefractive
noise limit. However, the residual thermo-mechanical ﬂuctuations still exist near the carrier and change in each measurement
causing the standard deviation in Allan deviation measurements.
This measurement shows that the WGM resonator has relatively
high noise sensitivity at low Fourier offset frequencies and,
therefore, further reduction of the thermal sensitivity via the
thermal compensation is desirable to reduce the measurement
uncertainty.
Random walk noise distribution and long-term frequency
instability. The beat frequency at 1 s averaging time is recorded
by a frequency counter and the Allan deviations at the longer
averaging time are calculated by averaging the 1 s measurement
data sets. To check the reproducibility of the stability
measurements, we take 10 measurement sets at 1 s averaging time
for ~10 min each and analyze them statistically as illustrated
in Fig. 4a. The Allan deviations (squares in red) along the
averaging time start to deviate from the τ0.5curve, which implies a
frequency drift. To understand this behavior, we record the
temperature of the 10 kΩ thermistor sensor used for detecting the
WGM resonator temperature for two and a half hours while
the laser is stabilized to the WGM resonator (Fig. 5a). The
temperature data is statistically analyzed as shown in Fig. 5b. Due
to the digitization of the measured temperature with 10 kΩ
thermistor, the resolution is limited such that we can only
measure the upper and lower temperature bounds. The inset of
Fig. 5a illustrates that the laser frequency shift is <2 MHz during
this measurement period and, therefore, the WGM resonator
temperature is actually stabilized with <10 mK instability when
the measured thermal-expansion sensitivity of 3 ppm K−1 is
considered. To illuminate the monotonic frequency drift, we
apply the random walk and binomial distribution for 30 sets of
the number of upper (nu) and lower bound (nd) temperature data
points with the number of samples (N) from the continuously
measured temperature data set (Supplementary Note 6 and
Supplementary Table 1). The different numbers of N are chosen
and the average positions (m) and the standard deviations
(ðΔmÞ2 ) are calculated for each case. Then we calculate the
probability distribution (PN(m)) deﬁned by
PN ðmÞ ¼

N!
pðNþmÞ=2 qðNmÞ=2 ;
½ðN þ mÞ=2!½ðN  mÞ=2!

ð5Þ

where m = nu–nd = 2nu–N, p (q) is the probability that the
measured temperature point is at the upper (lower) bound,
respectively, and they satisfy the relation, p + q = 1. From the
measurement data, we deduce the values of p and q and they are
0.45 and 0.55, respectively. Figure 5b shows the probability
distribution for N = 100, PN=100(m). The average position,
m is not at the centre but at −10.05 and the standard deviation,
pﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ðΔmÞ2 is 9.97 that is approximately N demonstrating that this
measurement follows the random walk distribution. By increasing
N, the average position shifts monotonically far away from the
centre in Fig. 5b inset implying that the measured temperature is
monotonically shifted to one of the temperature bounds along the
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Fig. 5 Thermistor sensor temperature random walk distribution statistics. a The 10 kΩ thermistor sensor temperature measurement data. Due to the
temperature digitization, the measurement resolution is limited such that the upper and lower temperature bounds per every one second are recorded. Inset:
resonance frequency shift during the temperature
pﬃﬃﬃﬃ measurement period. b The probability distribution for N = 100, PN=100(m), where m is located at −10.05
and ðΔmÞ2 is 9.97, which is approximately N demonstrating that this measurement follows the random walk distribution. The inset shows that the
increased number of samples monotonically shifts m far from the centre

increasing integration time, leading to the frequency drift. This
frequency shift could be mitigated by improving the resolution
of temperature sensing that is currently limited by the 10 kΩ
thermistor sensor, because the narrower bound of the measured
temperature reduces the range of the frequency drift. This could
be realized by implementing the dual-mode temperature compensation technique to the WGM resonator27, 28 allowing a
detection sensitivity of 100 nK. We also note that the monotonic
long-term frequency drift shows a correlation with the monotonic
ambient temperature change inferring that the ambient temperature change triggers the feedback to compensate the WGM
resonator temperature accordingly. Therefore, an ambient
temperature-controlled enclosure might be necessary to enhance
the long-term stability.
Discussion
We have shown that the impact of the surrounding medium
perturbations is a major problem when the WGM resonator stability approaches the thermodynamical ﬂuctuation limit. The
ambient temperature stability to reach the thermorefractive noise
limit of our thermal-compensation WGM resonator is 2.7 mK and,
therefore, the environment temperature control is necessary to
enhance the frequency stability. An evacuated environment provided such temperature stability in the short integration time such
that the thermal-compensation WGM resonator showed the f−1.5
frequency noise dependence imposed by thermorefractive noise of
the resonator, and allowed the laser line width of <25 Hz and the
lowest Allan deviation of 32 Hz in 100 ms integration time, corresponding to the frequency instability of 1.67 × 10−13 for the 191
THz carrier. The standard deviation of the Allan deviation measurements is attributed to the thermo-mechanical noise concentrated near the carrier originating from the residual thermal
expansion noise, which suggests that the enhanced thermal compensation is desirable to improve the stability. In principle, it is
possible to achieve an order of magnitude less thermal-expansion
sensitivity, which could even more alleviate the required ambient
temperature stability. In the longer integration time, the laser
stabilized to the WGM resonator experiences the monotonic frequency drift due to the centre-shifted random walk probability
distribution of the WGM resonator temperature, which is attributed to the limited temperature sensing accuracy and the correlation of the WGM resonator temperature change with the ambient
temperature variation. Hence, we anticipate that the long-term
frequency drift could be mitigated by implementing the dual-mode
temperature compensation technique and by tightly controlling the
environmental temperature. Finally, it is noteworthy that
6

ultrahigh-Q WGM resonators provide enhanced nonlinearity
permitting generation of optical frequency combs with low input
power, and, therefore, stable microcombs excluding external
references are potentially possible via a single WGM resonator,
which could advance the microcomb system in size-, weight-, and
power-constrained environments.
Methods
Laser stabilization to the thermal-compensation WGM resonator. The 15 mW
output power from the self-injection locked laser diode is split into two paths by a
50/50 splitter after an acousto-optic modulator (AOM). One arm is used for
stabilizing the laser and the other is reserved for characterizing the noise of the
resonator by heterodyne-beating the stabilized laser against a 1 Hz FP cavity
reference laser. The piezoelectric transducer (PZT) attached to the laser is used to
control the laser frequency. The PZT can be controlled either by a digitized signal
on computer interface or by an analog voltage input for frequency modulation to
obtain the beat frequency within the photodetector BW (New Focus model 1611).
The beatnote is usually generated between 1 and 1.5 GHz and is down-mixed to
50–100 MHz for counting the beat frequency. We place an AOM before the
WGM resonator, which assists the frequency stabilization and advances noise
suppression in the acoustic offset frequency regime by extending the feedback
BW (Supplementary Note 3). We apply the PDH locking technique to stabilize
the laser to the WGM resonator. The laser light (1 mW) is phase-modulated by a
ﬁber-coupled electro-optic modulator (5.5 dB loss) and then launched into the
resonator. The transmitted light is detected by an internal photodetector in the
packaged aluminum box and the detected signal is demodulated with the same
microwave source that phase-modulates the laser light at a double balanced
frequency mixer (model:ZAD-1+), which produces an error signal. The error signal
is optimized by choosing the optimum modulation frequency and the light
intensity into the resonator, which are typically ~ 12 MHz and ~ 20 μW,
respectively. The error signal is split into two branches and fed into commercial
high-speed proportional-integral servo controllers (New Focus, LB1005). A slow
servo branch acts on the laser PZT and a fast servo branch is used to further
suppress acoustic and laser technical noises. The feedback signal from the fast servo
controller is fed into a voltage controlled oscillator (VCO). The VCO output is
ampliﬁed and then applied to the AOM, which shifts the laser frequency to control
the frequency noise up to 400 kHz. The contribution of each servo loop is
optimized to achieve the lowest noise level.
Data availability. The data that support the plots within this paper and other
ﬁndings of this research are available from the corresponding author on reasonable
request.
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Supplementary Note 1. Device fabrication
To compensate for the extensive thermal expansion of a whispering-gallery-mode (WGM)
resonator, the resonator is sandwiched by a nearly zero or slightly negative expansion material
(e.g. Zerodur). The compensating layers should be thick enough to hold the resonator’s
expansion. The ambient temperature variations should be small (< 5 oC) to avoid resonator
destruction. The layers are bonded together with a transparent glue and then annealed with
slightly varying temperature.
We determined the thickness of the compensating layer on the resonator to fully suppress an
overall frequency shift for a given resonator’s diameter and thickness via COMSOL simulations
(Supplementary Figure 1a). The glue layer has 2 m thickness and is taken into account in the
numerical simulation. The colour code indicates the linear expansion of the WGM resonator’s
equator. The blue colour represents negative expansion dominated by Zerodur components and
the red color represents positive expansion where Zerodur components are too weak to hold the
resonator’s expansion. The green zone shows zero expansion where Zerodur contraction and
MgF2 expansion compensate each other. The thermal-expansion coefficient of the crystalline
MgF2 is approximately 9 ppm K-1 in the direction that is orthogonal to the crystalline/resonator
axis. Based on the simulations, we found that the coefficient can be reduced to 0.15 ppm K-1 (60
times) by choosing the proper thickness of the Zerodur layers in the resonator structure described
in the inset of Figure 1a unless the stress that propagates to the localized WGM takes into
account. We should note here that all other sources of drift such as mechanical creeps or fast
gradients of the temperature across the resonator are not eliminated by this technique.
For the compensated resonator, the temperature-dependent resonance frequency shift is
introduced by three factors. One of them is the change in the thermorefractive index, which is
small (0.6 ppm K-1) for the ordinary axis in MgF2 crystal. The other two factors are the residual
thermal expansion and elasto-optical refractive index changes caused by the stress induced in the
material when the resonator expansion is prevented by the Zerodur layers. By using the data for
Supplementary - 1

the thermorefractive effect obtained from the Corning MgF2 datasheet and data for the elastooptical effect in ref. [1], we evaluated the stress-induced refractive index change value, averaged
over the mode volume and found 0.25-0.5 ppm K-1 (the variation is attributed to the
uncontrollable changes of the glue layer), which is smaller than the thermorefractive index
change (0.6 ppm K-1). The reduction of the impact of the ambient temperature fluctuations on the
resonator enables the measurement of the fundamental thermorefractive noise we performed.
The compensation of the free standing resonator may be affected by its mounting technique
in a particular resonator’s housing. To make sure that our resonator is still compensated after
installation, we simulated the expansion of components with an entire mechanical model
(Supplementary Figure 1b). Although the complete compensation is lost when the resonator is
mounted into the housing, the predicted suppression of the resonator’s expansion remains 23× an acceptable value for this experiment.

Supplementary Figure 1 | Simulations of the thermal-compensation. a, A simulation of the
whispering-gallery-mode (WGM) resonator expansion depending on the device thickness. The
colour code indicates the linear expansion of the WGM resonator’s equator. The blue colour
zone represents negative expansion largely governed by Zerodur components and the red colour
zone represents positive expansion where the MgF2 resonator’s expansion is dominant. The
green colour zone shows zero expansion where Zerodur contraction and MgF2 expansion
Supplementary - 2

compensate each other. b, A simulation of thermal expansion of the device in the package mount.
The colour code indicates the distribution of possible device thermal expansion.
Supplementary Note 2. Thermodynamical noise limits of the cylindrical WGM resonator
The Supplementary Figure 2a illustrates the WGM resonator used in this experiment and its
ring-down time (4 s) shows the loaded Q of 2.4×109. The WGM resonator has the radius (r) of
3.45 mm, the rim thickness (L) of 0.025 mm. The thermodynamical noise limit of the
compensated MgF2 WGM resonator is calculated by our theoretical model [2,3]. Here, we
consider the two major thermal noise sources that are the thermal-expansion noise and the
thermorefractive noise. We numerically quantify the frequency noise power spectral density
(FNPSD) imposed by thermal expansion noise for comparing it with experimental measurements
using
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wherel is the thermal expansion coefficient and Vc is the volume of the WGM resonator. The
thermorefractive noise limit is also evaluated by Eq. 2, which is derived for the cylindrical WGM
resonator possessing r >> L.
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where 0 is the carrier frequency, kB is Boltzmann constant, n is the thermorefractive
coefficient of the material,  is the material density, C is the specific heat capacity, Vm is the
mode volume, D is the heat diffusion coefficient, and m is the mode order defined by m=2rn-1.
This equation shows the f

-1.5

frequency dependence for the compensated WGM resonator. The

values of the parameters used in these simulations are l = 9×10-6 K-1 (3×10-6 K-1) for the
conventional (compensated) WGM resonator, n = 6×10-7 K-1, T = 300 K, = 3.18 g·cm-3, C =
9.2×106 erg·g-1·K-1, Vm = 2.62×10-6 cm3, D = 7.17×10-2 cm2·s-1, n = 1.37, Vr = 9.34×10-4 cm3 and

= 1565.5 nm. We simulate the equations and compare the noise of the thermal-compensation
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WGM resonator with that of the conventional WGM resonator as shown in Figure 1b, which
shows the thermal compensation reduces the thermal expansion noise below the thermorefractive
noise near the carrier frequency. Here, we also experimentally demonstrate the reduction of the
thermal expansion noise for the compensated WGM resonator by stabilizing a laser to it. By
comparing the FNPSD of the compensated resonator with that of a conventional resonator,
possessing approximately equal quality factors, we observe the reduction of frequency noise near
the carrier frequency from 1 to 100 Hz by greater than 3 dB as shown in Supplementary Figure
2b.

Supplementary Figure 2 | Compensated WGM resonator characteristics. a, The whisperinggallery-mode (WGM) resonator has 6.9 mm in diameter and 0.1 mm in height. The thickness of
rim is 25 m. The ring-down measurement of the resonator shows 4 s ring-down time
corresponding to Q of 2.4×109. b, Experimentally measured frequency noise of the beat
frequency between the WGM resonator-stabilized laser and 1 Hz reference laser for the
compensated (olive) and the conventional (black) WGM resonator respectively. The noise is
reduced by greater than 3 dB from 1 Hz to 100 Hz offset frequencies.
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Supplementary Note 3. Pound-Drever-Hall laser locking and noise characterization
Supplementary Figure 3a illustrates the laser stabilization and noise characterization set-up.
A compact 3 kHz linewidth microlaser is coupled into a thermal-compensation WGM resonator
in a rigid vacuum chamber and stabilized via Pound-Drever-Hall (PDH) locking technique with
both a piezoelectric transducer (PZT) and an acoustic-optical modulator (AOM). The FNPSD
and relative frequency instability of the stabilized microlaser are analyzed by heterodyne-beating
against a Fabry-Pérot (FP) cavity reference laser, possessing 1 Hz linewidth and less than 0.1 Hz
s-1 drift-rate. The PDH error signal is optimized for the best laser-WGM resonator stabilization.
We modulate our laser frequency by applying a ramping (fmod = 18 Hz) voltage signal to either
the piezoelectric transducer (PZT) in the laser or the AOM to search a single WGM resonance
near the reference laser frequency (191 THz). The transfer function for laser frequency shift per
modulation voltage is 4.5 MHz V-1. Supplementary Figure 3b shows the error signals during the
periodic ramping modulation within a half period of time. We carefully optimize the input
optical power and polarization to the WGM resonator and phase modulation frequency and
amplitude to an electro-optic modulator to find a single error signal (blue curve), which provides
tight and stable laser frequency stabilization. Using the weaker error signal from the two
resonances (red curve) within the modulation period, the laser frequency stabilization is less
stable.
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Supplementary Figure 3 | Laser frequency stabilization and noise characterization. a, A
microlaser with 3 kHz linewidth is stabilized to the reference whispering-gallery-mode (WGM)
resonator via Pound-Drever-Hall (PDH) locking technique. The piezoelectric transducer (PZT)
attached onto the microlaser and the external acoustic-optical modulator (AOM) are used to
minimize technical noise such that the laser frequency chases a WGM resonance frequency. The
resonance frequency shift is measured by beating the WGM resonator-stabilized laser frequency
against a reference laser possessing 1 Hz linewidth and 0.1 Hz s-1 drift rate. LD: laser diode;
EOM: electro-optic modulator; PD: photodetector; FPC: fiber polarization controller. b, The
laser frequency is modulated to search a WGM resonance near the reference laser frequency (191
THz). The ramping modulation voltage with the frequency of 18 Hz is applied to the laser and
the laser frequency shift per modulation voltage is 4.5 MHz V-1. The two different error signals
corresponding to different resonances are used for stabilizing the laser to the WGM resonator.
The tight and stable laser stabilization is only achieved with the strong single error signal (blue
curve) within the modulation period.
Supplementary Figure 4a shows the FNPSD curves for two different ambient pressure levels.
We observe many noise spikes in the acoustic frequency regime originating from the laboratory
environment when the WGM resonator is just sealed without evacuating the vacuum chamber
(black curve). These spikes are suppressed by increasing the vacuum level to 1.33 mPa (red
curve). The remaining spikes mostly come from the 60 Hz harmonics of the electrical power-line.
In this measurement, we observed that the evacuated chamber substantially reduces acoustic
noise peaks and provides further noise reduction near the carrier frequency. Since the PZT
control loop has a limited feedback bandwidth, we add the second feedback loop using an
external AOM to increase the feedback bandwidth for further technical noise suppression. With
the AOM feedback loop, the feedback bandwidth is extended over 400 kHz. As a result, the
noise over the 20 Hz offset frequencies is far more suppressed than those with only PZT
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feedback control (Supplementary Figure 4b), which allows us to investigate the
thermodynamical noise limit of the thermal-compensation WGM resonator more clearly.

Supplementary Figure 4 | Impacts of the evacuation and the external AOM feedback loop.
a, The frequency noise power spectral density (FNPSD) in a sealed chamber without evacuation
(black curve). Many spikes are observed in the acoustic noise frequency regime. The FNPSD
with evacuation (red curve) in which its pressure is 1.33 mPa. Most of the noise spikes are
Supplementary - 7

mitigated and the remaining spikes are mostly from the 60 Hz harmonics of the electrical powerline. b, The FNPSD with PZT only feedback loop (red curve), and the FNPSD with both PZT
and acosto-optic modulator (AOM) feedback loops (blue curve). The AOM feedback loop
further suppresses noise in the acoustic noise frequency regime. The servo bump at 30 kHz stems
from the PZT feedback loop.
Supplementary Note 4. Why thermorefractive noise of a WGM resonator is pink
In our work we reached the fundamental thermodynamical noise floor of the resonator and
found out that the power spectrum of the noise scales as f

-1.5

. This is so called pink or flicker

noise which is general for various physical processes, ranging from traffic flow to DNA
sequence structure [4]. Flicker noise is the major physical mechanism that limits spectral purity
of lasers stabilized to super-cavities [5]. The origin of this noise is still not completely
understood and is usually studied case-specifically [4-6]. It was theoretically predicted that the
fundamental thermorefractive frequency noise of a WGM resonator has distinct pink noise
dependence [7]. In this work, we provide a careful experimental study of this noise.
The pink noise in the WGM resonator is a direct consequence of the presence of multiple
normal modes of the heat transfer equation in the WGM resonator. The power spectral density of
the thermal distribution can be found by summing over these normal modes of a thin resonator of
radius R and thickness L (R>>L) [8]
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where f is the spectral frequency, kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the ambient
temperature,  is the density of the resonator host material, C is the heat capacity of the material,
Vm is the volume of the resonator mode, D is the heat diffusion coefficient of the resonator host
material,  is the azimuthal number of the optical WGM, and kp,m is the eigenvector of the heat
transfer equation. The power density of the frequency fluctuations of WGMs is proportional to
S() and its proportionality coefficient is in situ the squared thermorefractive coefficient of the
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material, n2. From this equation, we find that spectral density of the fundamental
thermorefractive noise has Brownian noise frequency dependence (-2) when we only consider
one thermal mode of the WGM resonator. However, summing over many modes results in the
pink frequency noise (-1.5). Our experimental data confirms this theoretical prediction. This is a
fundamentally important observation for a physical structure with limited dimensionality. It is
worth noting that similar results were predicted for optical mirror coatings which is important in
classical and quantum metrology [8,9].
Supplementary Note 5. Sub-100 Hz linewidth WGM resonator-stabilized laser
Characterizing the spectral linewidth of the cavity-stabilized laser from the FNPSD is not
trivial due to the non-unified definition of linewidth of a flickering or drifting laser frequency
and therefore we estimate spectral linewidth with two different methods. The integral linewidth
is first calculated from the power spectral density with the phase noise method [10]. An effective
linewidth of 119  2 Hz is deduced from the raw FNPSD measurement from the olive curve in
Figure 3a. We note that most of the residual noise and linewidth contribution arises from the 60
Hz and 120 Hz electrical power line frequency noise. When these two dominant noise peaks are
excluded, an upper bound 25  0.3 Hz is estimated. By fitting the frequency noise dependence
using frequency decomposition method that removes the rest of the spurious frequencies, we
estimate the fundamental noise limited spectral purity and its resultant linewidth is determined to
be 8.7 Hz. The spectral linewidth is double-checked by the -separation line method [11]. This
approach implements a simple geometric line based on the low-pass filtered white noise to
determine the laser linewidth for an arbitrary frequency noise spectrum. The -separation line is
plotted in Figure 3a (dashed gray line). By integrating the FNPSD up to 16 Hz offset frequency
which is the region above the -separation line, we determine the linewidth of 30.6  0.1 Hz.
Supplementary Note 6. Random walk noise distribution
We calculated the probability distribution [12] for N=100, where N is the number of samples.
The probability distributions for the larger N are also similarly calculated. We took 30 sets of
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samples of temperature data. Supplementary Table 1 shows the number of upper bound
temperature data points (nu) for each set of data. The average of nu ( nu ) is calculated by

1 30
 nus and m is derived by 2nu  N . The p and q are computed by solving the coupled
30 s 1
equations that are p  q  1 and p  q  m / N , where p (q) is the probability that the measured

temperature point is at the upper (lower) temperature bound. The probability distribution for
N=100 is plotted in Figure 5b and its standard deviation, ( m ) 2 is measured by a Gaussian
function fit. The standard deviation is approximately

N , implying that this measurement

follows the random walk distribution.

Set #

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

nu

37

36

53

52

52

43

53

53

48

63

Set #

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

nu

37

55

51

11

32

32

37

42

57

77

Set #

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

nu

47

38

39

75

19

57

53

51

18

40

Supplementary Table 1 | The number of upper bound temperature data points (nu) for
each set of data.
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